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Abstract—This paper introduces SuSketch, a design tool for
first person shooter levels. SuSketch provides the designer with
gameplay predictions for two competing players of specific
character classes. The interface allows the designer to work sideby-side with an artificially intelligent creator and to receive varied
types of feedback such as path information, predicted balance
between players in a complete playthrough, or a predicted
heatmap of the locations of player deaths. The system also
proactively designs alternatives to the level and class pairing,
and presents them to the designer as suggestions that improve
the predicted balance of the game. SuSketch offers a new way
of integrating machine learning into mixed-initiative co-creation
tools, as a surrogate of human play trained on a large corpus
of artificial playtraces. A user study with 16 game developers
indicated that the tool was easy to use, but also highlighted a
need to make SuSketch more accessible and more explainable.
Index Terms—AI-assisted Game Design, Mixed-Initiative, Surrogate Models, Deep Learning, Level Design, Shooter Games.

I. I NTRODUCTION

R

ECENT advances in artificial intelligence (AI) have led
to breakthroughs in automating a broad set of tasks,
including that of game design. While procedural content
generation (PCG) has a long history in the game industry, the
last decade has seen a strong academic interest in enriching
generative algorithms with sophisticated AI in order to speedup generation, improve the quality of content, or explore new
types of content that can be generated [1], [2]. A large part of
this academic movement has also focused on the controllability
of the algorithms, and a number of design tools have been
proposed to allow human designers and AI to co-create content
in a mixed-initiative manner [3]. Sentient Sketchbook [4],
for example, generated and presented suggestions in realtime while the designer was editing the level. The interface
allowed the user to review a number of calculated metrics
regarding their level (such as number of resources, or degree of
exploration between the two players’ bases), and compare their
level with the generated suggestions in terms of these metrics.
As another example, Morai Maker [5] allows the user and the
AI to take turns editing a platformer level for Super Mario
Bros. (Nintendo, 1985). Besides the turn-taking interaction
[6], Morai Maker also handles generation differently from
most AI-assisted game design tools. Morai Maker leverages
machine learning by training a model on existing Super Mario
Bros. levels in order to detect local patterns between tiles. For
generation, the tool uses the recent PCG via machine learning
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(PCGML) paradigm [7] to adjust the designed levels in order
to better match the level design patterns found in the corpus.
This paper presents SuSketch, a design tool which takes
best practices from the literature and exploits PCGML in a
different way, using machine learned models as surrogates of
gameplay rather than as a collection of level patterns. SuSketch
builds on the extensive work of Karavolos et al. [8]–[10] on
mapping first person shooter (FPS) levels and the competing
players’ classes to gameplay outcomes such as the duration
and winner of the match. Using the extensive corpus collected
by this work, SuSketch uses surrogate models to inform a
designer on the predicted gameplay outcomes of their work-inprogress. This real-time feedback allows the designer to tweak
parts of the level or the character classes assigned to each
player, in order to ensure a balanced matchup when the level
is finally played. Moreover, SuSketch generates suggestions
for the character classes and powerup placement in the level,
towards countering any (predicted) advantage a player may
have over the other. SuSketch is the first instance where AI
assistance—in the form of both visualizations and generated
suggestions—is based on surrogate models of gameplay, which
consider both the level layout and the game’s rules (in the
form of character classes) in a multi-faceted fashion [10].
While current mixed-initiative tools estimate gameplay based
on pathfinding information [4] or computationally heavy simulations [11], SuSketch can predict, visualize, and account for
the spatial, temporal and end-game outcomes of a playthrough
while providing immediate feedback to the designer.
This paper extends the work of Karavolos et al. [8] in
significant ways, by incorporating the surrogate models into
a level editing tool and using them to generate a new type
of suggestion focusing solely on powerup placement. While
the dataset and surrogate models of kill ratio and match
duration originate from earlier work [10], this work introduces
new gameplay metrics that are multi-dimensional: namely, the
progression of the dramatic arc and combat pacing over time
and the spatial distribution of player deaths. The user study in
this paper also investigates usability issues of the tool as well
as how users react to the novel additions of real-time gameplay
predictions and the generated level or class suggestions.
II. R ELATED W ORK
This section discusses the state-of-the-art in the relevant
fields that SuSketch builds upon.
A. Mixed-Initiative Design
Mixed-initiative design tools are computer-aided design
(CAD) software where both the human and the computer
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proactively make contributions to the problem solution [12].
The computational initiative in CAD software has a rich history, dating back to the concept of human-computer symbiosis
in the 1960s [13]. Novick and Sutton [6] treat mixed-initiative
interaction as analogous to a conversation and identify components of initiative as: (a) task initiative (deciding the topic of
the conversation), (b) speaker initiative (deciding when each
actor can speak), and (c) outcome initiative (deciding how
and when the discussion is resolved). A plethora of mixedinitiative tools have been introduced for engineering [14],
art [15], and design [16]. This section focuses on mixedinitiative tools in the field of game design, where domainspecific expert knowledge is integrated into the AI to support
novices throughout the design process.
Sentient Sketchbook [4] supports the design of map sketches
via a tile canvas interface, providing real-time evaluations
of game level quality via heuristics and visual aids. The
tool assists the level designer as it automatically tests maps
for playability constraints, calculates and displays navigable
paths, evaluates the map on gameplay properties and adds
details to the coarse map sketch. Similar to SuSketch, Sentient
Sketchbook uses a map recommendation system via computergenerated suggestions evolved from the users’ own creations.
SuSketch extends the paradigm of Sentient Sketchbook by
evaluating the level content through surrogate models of game
simulations rather than static pathfiding. The same paradigm
was taken to another direction by the Evolutionary Dungeon
Designer (EDD) [17], which allows the user to design a
dungeon in a piece-meal fashion via a two-step process: at the
macro-level where cell connectivity is determined and at the
micro-level where the tiles of each cell are determined. EDD
can indicate design patterns in work-in-progress levels, and
provides suggestions based on symmetry, patterns or novelty.
While Sentient Sketchbook and EDD use fitness functions
primarily based on path distances to generate suggestions for
a designer, playability can be tested in many different ways.
Tanagra [18] provides platformer level suggestions in realtime which are guaranteed to be playable based on constraints
on how high an avatar can jump. Tanagra uses constrained
programming to achieve this, which is also used by Butler
et al. to ensure playability of generated puzzles for the
math game Refraction [19]. Refraction allows the designer to
decide which operations are available to the player, and the
generator ensures via constraints that any generated level can
be solved with these operations. While puzzle games or topdown strategy levels can sufficiently be tested for playability
in a static fashion from the initial game-state, other genres
such as physics games require actual playthroughs. In this
vein, Ropossum [11] allows designers to test their Cut The
Rope (Chillingo, 2010) levels by playing them on their own
or via an AI agent. Although computationally expensive, such
AI playtests offer an animation of how the level is solved but
also show which actions are required. Ropossum can provide
playable suggestions by modifying some of the elements in
the level, although the time needed to compute these makes
it unwieldy as a design tool. SuSketch attempts to minimize
this feedback delay by replacing simulations with a surrogate
model that predicts the simulation’s outcomes.
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Finally, it is worth noting that not all mixed-initiative tools
pertain to level design. For instance, Mek allows designers to
define a set of spatial interaction rules by directly “painting”
the rules’ effects [20]. Machado et al. [21] introduced a mechanics recommendation system based on similarity to existing
games in the corpus of GVGAI [22] games. The mechanics
recommender was integrated into Cicero [23] which allowed
users to design levels and mechanics, providing extensive
visualizations and analytics. Since the games produced in
Cicero are still in the GVGAI framework, the tool allows
designers to pick any of the AI agents available and simulate
the game, providing visualizations of e.g. the trajectories of
enemies, events that occurred, and a frame-by-frame replay
of the game. The mechanics recommender was extended in
Pitako [24], which recommends mechanics and dynamics to
the user on the game they are making. Through a confidence
score, designers can apply suggestions that offer common
mechanics for their game, or explore and try different possibilities. SuSketch follows a similar multi-facet recommendation
system, orchestrating the level design and rule design facet
[25] by providing suggestions on finding the most balanced
powerup placement as well as class matchup.
B. Machine Learning for Procedural Content Generation
Recent machine learning methods have revolutionized the
way we generate pictorial content, such as images [26].
Generating content for games through machine learning is
a more difficult task, however, as its representation must
include the functional aspects of gameplay. Machine learning
for procedural content generation (PCGML) is a fairly new
family of PCG approaches [7] which revolves around the use
of machine learned models as a way to directly generate new
content. A recent study [27] surveys work on game content
generation driven by deep learning specifically.
Of particular relevance to SuSketch is the work of Jain
et al. [28], in which trained auto-encoders on Super Mario
Bros. levels were used to generate new levels, as well as
repair unplayable levels. The models learned the representation
of the levels, and the repair process could bring problematic
levels back to the manifold to “repair” them. Lee et al. [29]
trained neural networks in order to predict resource locations
for existing Starcraft II (Blizzard, 2010) maps. The learned
representation could also be exploited to increase or decrease
the number of resources in such maps. While both projects
could be used to help a designer (e.g. repairing or autocompleting their work-in-progress levels), Morai Maker [5] is
the most relevant mixed-initiative tool which takes advantage
of PCGML. Morai Maker allows the user and the AI to take
turns editing a platformer level for Super Mario Bros. with
PCGML detecting and enforcing local patterns between tiles.
C. Surrogate Models
Surrogate models (or metamodels) are data-driven function
approximators that “mimic the behavior of the simulation
accurately while being computationally cheap(er) to evaluate” [30]. Such models are expected to “predict the system
performance and develop a relationship between the system
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inputs and outputs” [30]. Surrogate models are effective for
complex simulation-based evaluations in artificial evolution
[31], replacing expensive fitness evaluations with cheap fitness
approximations [32], [33]. Moreover, surrogate models often
have a smoother fitness landscape that makes evolutionary
search easier [34]. However, in the domain of games, academic literature is sparse. In [35], a static hand-crafted fitness
function is used as a surrogate for gameplay; however, this
function is not learned from observed simulation data. Morosan et al. [36] trained surrogate models in order to finetune parameters of a Ms. Pac-man (Midway, 1982) agent, a
racing car in TORCS [37] and unit parameters in StarCraft
(Blizzard, 1998). Finally the work of Karavolos et al. [8]–[10]
on evolving levels and character classes via surrogate models
is discussed throughout this paper and extended significantly.
III. T HE D ESIGN T OOL
SuSketch operates on a constrained level design task for a
specific type of shooter game initially designed by Karavolos
et al. [8]–[10], which is summarized in Section III-A. Following interaction paradigms of past mixed-initiative tools [3],
SuSketch allows the designer to draw on a canvas on the left
half of the screen (see Section III-B), while different functions,
visualizations, metrics (predicted or not) and generated suggestions appear on the right half of the screen through different
tabs (see Section III-C).
A. Design Patterns of the Target FPS Game
Through SuSketch, users design a deathmatch scenario
where two players fight against each other. The winner is the
player with the highest number of kills when the game ends.
The game ends after 20 kills in total, or after 10 minutes.
Players start in opposite corners of the level, and respawn
there when they die; we refer to these as bases. Each player
belongs to a character class throughout the game. SuSketch
includes five character classes inspired by Team Fortress 2
(Valve, 2007): Heavy, Scout, Sniper, Soldier and Demolition
Man. Each class has different hit points (HP), speed, and
signature weapon. The levels consist of a grid of 20 × 20
tiles, which may be impassable (very high walls) or have an
elevation (distinguishing between first-floor tiles and groundfloor tiles). There are no tunnels or bridges. Stairs connect the
ground floor with the first floor and players can drop from the
first floor to the ground floor at any ledge. Passable tiles can
contain one of three types of powerups typical of FPS games:
a health pack (increases HP up to a maximum), armor (offers
additional HP which is depleted first) and a damage boost
(player’s bullets temporarily deal double damage). After some
time, powerups respawn at the same location.
B. Drawing Interface
The drawing interface of SuSketch covers the left half of
the screen (see Fig. 1): it includes a grid-based view of the
level, which we refer to as canvas, and below it is a palette
for selecting which tile types to paint onto the level. Tile
types include architectural features (ground-floor tiles, firstfloor tiles, walls, and stairs) and powerups (damage, shield,
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Fig. 1: SuSketch drawing interface: the designer draws their
desired level via the canvas and tile palette (left half) and the
computer provides feedback via three tabs (right half).
and health). A tile can have one architectural feature and up to
one powerup. Through the palette, users can also paint all tiles
in a bounded area with a specific architectural feature (except
stairs). The user must paint another architectural feature over
an existing one; initially the level consists of ground tiles. The
user can remove powerups using the eraser tool on the palette.
C. Analytics and Suggestions Tabs
The right half of the screen is dedicated to a set of tabs that
allow the user to review the level in different ways:
1) Map tab: The “default” tab offers the necessary tools to
aid the design process (see Fig. 1). Through this tab, the user
can determine the two competing players’ character classes
(which are also visible on the canvas as the signature weapon
of the class overlayed on their base). Moreover, with each
edit of the level, a number of simple metrics are computed:
the number of tiles per tile type and the distance between the
players’ bases and other tile types. The user can choose the
desired tile type, and the tool returns the average distance to
all tiles of that type from each player’s base. The user can
view the distance (numerically and as a path on the map)
from each powerup type, from stairs, and from the opponent’s
base. Finally, this tab displays whether the level is well-formed
and playable through a simple Yes/No notification. This sanity
check is performed after every user’s edit by checking whether
all powerups and opponent bases are reachable (i.e. a distance
can be computed) from either player’s base, and by checking
other constraints on architecture (e.g. stairs should be adjacent
to exactly one first-floor tile). On demand, this playability
check also provides details on which playability check failed;
this helps the user search the level and correct the issue. Note
that the other two tabs do not display any information while
this playability check is failed.
2) Predictions tab: The second tab gives the user access
to a number of game analytics that constitute the core of the
surrogate-based design assistant (see Fig. 2). The tab includes
a number of metrics related to the spatial, temporal and
aggregated gameplay outcomes of a hypothetical match with
this level and character class setup. The aggregated metrics
are the advantage of each player over the other (as the final
ratio of kills per player) and the duration of the match, which
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Fig. 2: SuSketch gameplay predictions: the second tab shows
the predicted kill ratio of players and match duration, the
heatmap of predicted death locations and the temporal progression of each player’s kill ratio and kills per 2 minutes.

Fig. 3: SuSketch suggestions: the tool visualizes two alternative powerup placements without changing the level’s
architecture, as well as alternative class pairings that increase
the predicted balance of the matchup.

were introduced in [9]. The spatial gameplay measure is a
low-resolution heatmap, which shows which cells in a 4×4
grid are predicted to have more kills. The temporal gameplay
metrics show the progression in terms of kills from the start
of the match until the mandatory 10-minute timeout limit,
in increments of 2 minutes. This progression is calculated
in terms of the overall kill ratio per player up to that point
(dramatic arc) and in terms of the total kills from either
player during the last 2 minutes (combat pacing). The two
progressions are displayed as a line plot displaying 6 data
points (see Fig. 2). All of these metrics are calculated by
surrogate models (five networks, one per metric) trained on
a large corpus of AI-produced playthroughs. Details of the
training corpus, predicted metrics, network architecture, and
models’ accuracy are described in Section IV.
3) Suggestions tab: The last tab offers AI-generated suggestions to the user (see Fig. 3). While this tab is active, new
suggestions are generated following every edit on the level
canvas; the user can also explicitly ask for new suggestions via
a ‘Calculate’ button. Generation scripts run on separate threads
and do not slow down the tool or hinder the user’s design process. Two types of suggestions are currently implemented in
the tool: (a) suggesting character classes for the two opposing
players of the current level, and (b) suggesting new powerup
placements on the current level. Both types of suggestions
attempt to bring the predicted kill ratio metric closest to 50%
for a balanced match (see Section V for details).
For class pairings, the tool offers two suggestions: the
most balanced pair of classes when one player’s class is
different than the other, and the most balanced pair of classes
when both players have the same class. This distinction was
deemed necessary since in most cases giving both players the
same class resulted in a more balanced predicted kill ratio;
instead, showing two suggested class pairings may be useful
to a designer who wants to diversify the playstyles. Each
suggested class pair is accompanied by a visualization of the
suggestion’s predicted kill ratio, and a color-coded indication
of the percentage improvement (in terms of kill ratio) over the
current matchup. The user can replace the current class pair
with the suggested one via the ‘Apply’ button.

Level suggestions specifically target powerup placement,
keeping the architecture unchanged from the user’s current
level. Two suggestions are offered: the first removes all
powerups and places new ones randomly in the level, while
the second uses a simple evolutionary strategy to adapt the
current level’s powerups. Details on the genetic operators
and fitness calculation are provided in Section V. The two
level generation processes serve to (a) respect and adjust the
user’s powerup placement (via mutation) and (b) provide a
novel powerup setup, especially when the designer has not
yet added powerups to the level (best random distribution).
The level suggestion interface displays a thumbnail of the
generated map, as well as the numbers of each powerup type
and how they differ from the user’s canvas. Similar to the
class suggestions, the predicted kill ratio and improvement of
the suggested level is also displayed. This feedback regarding
tile changes and improvement can inform a designer to accept
the suggested level, replacing their canvas with the suggested
level—which they can then edit further.
IV. T RAINING S URROGATE M ODELS OF G AMEPLAY
A core innovation of SuSketch is the integration of computational models that can predict the gameplay outcomes from
the level and class pairings. Earlier work by Karavolos et al.
[10] focused on models that predict high-level aggregations of
the gameplay outcome in the form of Kill Ratio and Duration.
SuSketch includes the pre-trained computational models of
these two numerical values and uses them both for visualizations in the prediction tab but also as a performance metric
when generating suggestions (see Section V). Since these two
metrics are used with the pre-trained models described in
[10], this Section will focus on the new gameplay outcomes
introduced in SuSketch and the models trained to predict them.
A. New Gameplay Evaluations
SuSketch introduces three gameplay metrics which have
multiple-value outputs:
• Death Heatmap (DH) which splits the level into 4×4
cells, and calculates the ratio of deaths by either player
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CP distribution also shows a strong tendency towards character
deaths mainly occurring during the first four minutes, while
the interval between 8 and 10 minutes (CP5 ) almost never
includes any player deaths.

Fig. 4: Distribution of values in the corpus: average deaths per
DH cell (left), and instances of each DA and CP value (right).

•

•

in this cell over all deaths. The model predicts a vector of
16 values (DH1 , . . . , DH16 ) within [0,1]. When showing
the predictions in the tool, the outputs are normalized so
that their sum equals 1.
Dramatic Arc (DA) is inspired by the notion of “drama”
by Browne and Maire [38] regarding changes in the lead
during a game’s progression. DA evaluates the progression of the 1st player’s kill ratio at a specific point in time.
The model predicts a vector of 5 values (DA1 , . . . , DA5 )
representing the kill ratio of the 1st player after 2, 4, 6,
8, and 10 minutes (kills are calculated cumulatively).
Combat Pacing (CP) evaluates the total number of kills
scored within a time interval: it measures periods of high
action. The model predicts a vector of 5 values (CP1 ,
. . . , CP5 ) representing the total number of kills within
two minutes over the number of kills at the end of the
match: for instance, CP1 is the ratio of kills between 0
and 2 minutes, CP2 between 2 and 4 minutes etc.

B. Training Corpus
Earlier work by Karavolos et al. [8] has produced a large
corpus of gameplay traces performed by artificial agents on
randomly generated levels and classes. In the context of this
work, 4.75 · 105 gameplay traces were used to train and test
the surrogate models in SuSketch. The traces contained only
valid matches, i.e. matches where a total of 20 kills were
scored within the 10-minute time limit. Each gameplay trace
contains rich information such as the timestamp and location
of a player’s death, and is associated with a level layout and
the parameters of the two players’ character classes.
As expected, the distribution of values for each of these
measures is fairly skewed. While for single-value input such
as kill ratio and duration special care was taken to split and
oversample the data to avoid overfitting (see [10] for details),
there was no straightforward way to balance data containing
multiple values. Figure 4 shows the average distribution of
deaths in the heatmap, showing a clear tendency for deaths
occurring around the center of the map. This could be due
to the way the corpus was generated (since the constructive
methods usually left more walls on the edges of the map) or
due to the AI agents’ behavioral patterns. Figure 4 also shows
that DA follows a more normal distribution, but is far from
the uniform distribution which would be ideal for training. The

C. Machine Learning Architecture
The input of the models is invariably the level’s image,
processed as a set of binary layers (one per type of tile), and
the character classes’ parameters normalized to [0,1] based
on a pre-defined value range. The level’s image is 20×20
pixels, while each character class is described by a vector of 8
parameters (hit points, speed, and 6 properties of the weapon
such as rate of fire, accuracy and range). More details on the
format of the input can be found in [8], [39].
Since every gameplay evaluation introduced in Section IV-A
consists of multiple values, the model has multiple outputs
which are real values within [0, 1].
Similar to earlier studies [8]–[10], the level input is processed via a convolutional neural network (CNN) with two
layers of convolution followed by max-pooling until a vector
of real values is produced. Meanwhile, the numerical values
of the character class parameters are processed through a feed
forward artificial neural network (ANN), resulting in another
vector of real values. The two vectors are concatenated and
processed through a final ANN layer and the outputs are
calculated. All hidden nodes use ReLU activation [40], while
the output nodes use a linear function. The output of each
hidden layer is normalized via batch normalization [41]. The
resulting architecture is shown in Figure 5.
D. Models’ Accuracy
Table I shows the mean average error (MAE) and R2 score
for the best network architecture trained for each gameplay
evaluation. Results are based on the testing accuracy from
five repeated experiments with 20% holdout (80% of the
data used for training, while reported results are on the 20%
test set), with a learning rate of 0.01 and a 10% dropout to
avoid overfitting [42]. Since all models output multiple values,
the MAE and R2 scores are calculated on each output and
averaged in Table I. From the results, it is obvious that DA
has the highest accuracies and the model is fairly robust. Both
DH and CP seem to suffer from overfitting (as a low MAE
is not accompanied by a high R2 score), most likely due to
the skewed distribution highlighted in Section IV-B. For CP,
specifically, the main reason for the low R2 score was the fifth
output (CP between 8 and 10 minutes) which had R52 = 0.167;
this poor performance was due to a skewed distribution of
CP values at that interval, which includes many 0 values (see
Fig. 4) as the match was already over by the 8th minute.
TABLE I: Best models’ accuracies in the test set, averaged
across all outputs of the model, and the networks’ parameters.
Network parameter notations are mapped on Fig. 5.
Metric
DH
DA
CP

C1
32
32
32

C2
64
64
64

L
64
64
64

W
16
32
16

H
128
32
128

M AE
0.040
0.122
0.042

R2
0.400
0.882
0.438
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Fig. 5: The architecture of the CNN-based model, using the level and class parameters of both players as individual inputs.
The output of the model is a n-dimensional vector (n = 16 for DH, n = 5 for CP and DA).

V. G ENERATING S UGGESTIONS
SuSketch generates alternative class pairings and alternative
powerup placements, presenting them to the user as suggestions that they can apply to replace their design. This section
describes how these suggestions are generated, and evaluates
their performance on a pre-set collection of 20 game levels. In
all cases, the suggestions attempt to maximize the predicted
balance of the matchup (f ) which is calculated as:
f (l, c1 , c2 ) = 1 − |2 · KR(l, c1 , c2 ) − 1|

(1)

st

where KR is the predicted kill ratio for the 1 player, produced
by the model of [10] with the level (l) and the pair of character
classes (c1 ,c2 ) as input.

to a random tile in the same cell (a cell is 5×5 tiles), (b)
moving a powerup to a random tile in another cell than where
it currently is, (c) changing a powerup’s type, (d) choosing
a random cell and adding a powerup if no powerup exists or
removing a powerup from the cell if one exists. Except for the
add/remove powerup mutation, all other mutations are applied
to each powerup in the level. While in preliminary tests each
mutation operator was tested on its own, in the final tool one
of the above mutation operator is applied, chosen with equal
probability (random mutation). After k generations, the final
individual is shown to the user.
While Section V-C explores the impact of k on the fitness
when adjusting or replacing powerups, in the SuSketch tool
currently k = 10 for both approaches.

A. Class Matchup
As discussed in Section III-C3, the interface shows the
most balanced class pairing when both classes are the same,
and when they differ. In both cases, the system iterates over
all possible combinations (5 for same-class suggestions, 20
for different-class suggestions) and chooses the one with the
highest f score from Eq. (1).
B. Powerup Placement
Level suggestions specifically target powerup placement,
keeping the architecture unchanged from the user’s current
canvas. As discussed in Section III-C3, SuSketch uses two
generation processes: adjustments and replacements. The replacement approach simply removes all powerups currently in
the level, and iterating through each cell (5×5 tiles) randomly
allocates a powerup in a valid tile within that cell (valid tiles
are not walls or stairs). This process has a 25% chance to leave
the cell empty. Only one powerup of any type can be placed
in one cell in this way: the type is chosen randomly. Through
this random powerup allocation, k random alternatives are
generated and the one with a highest f is chosen.
The adjustment approach uses a simple 1+1 evolutionary
strategy, mutating the current level and replacing the original
level with the mutated level if its f score is higher. Four
different mutations are implemented: (a) moving a powerup

C. Experiments on Suggestion Generation
In order to test how the different generative approaches
would perform during an actual design session, we used a
broad range of levels and class pairings and compared the
performance of each method in terms of final balance (f )
compared to the original matchup’s balance. Twenty game
levels are tested, including 10 generated levels and 10 humanauthored levels: details on the levels are found in [9]. In each
experiment, the initial seed is one of the 20 levels using a Scout
versus Heavy class matchup, as this was shown in earlier work
[10] to have the greatest potential for improvement.
Figure 6 shows how the replacement approach and the
different mutation schemes for the adjustment approach affect
the balance (f ) of the 20 testbed matchups. It is evident
that random mutation (which is actually used within the
SuSketch tool) can improve balance fast and leads to the best
performance with k > 10. Notably, some mutations which
apply small changes (e.g. move a powerup to the same cell,
or change the type of powerup) lead to small improvements.
Moving powerups to different cells leads to the best balance
improvement after 10 generations, but seems to converge to
a local optimum while mutations that apply larger changes
overtake this approach given more computational resources.
Interestingly, the replacement strategy which applies the most
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Fig. 6: Impact of the number of number of generated content
(k) and the mutation types on the improvement of the games’
balance. Results show the f score of the fittest individual,
averaged among the 20 testbed levels. The shaded areas show
the 95% confidence interval from these 20 testbed matchups.

drastic changes to the level can quickly lead to balance
improvements but at higher k is worse than random mutation.
Focusing on the k = 10 benchmark, which is used within
the SuSketch tool, the best percentage balance improvement
from the original testbed levels is with the replacement approach (11.6% improvement), while the adjustment approach
via random mutation manages a 10% improvement.
In terms of the class suggestions, using the same 20 levels
in a Scout versus Heavy matchup as a testbed, the average
improvement for different-class suggestions was 25%, versus
28% for same-class suggestions. The predicted f score for
different-class suggestions reached 0.95 ± 0.01, versus 0.98 ±
0.01 for same-class suggestions (including the 95% confidence
intervals). The improvement with same-class suggestions is
significantly higher than other possible suggestions (for classes
or any level generation effort shown in Fig. 6). This is not
surprising, as the predictions for kill ratio (which is used to
calculate f ) mainly uses the class parameters [39] with limited
impact from the level input. Interestingly, all best differentclass suggestions were with Soldier vs. Sniper (or vice versa);
the hypothesis is that both classes are long-range and the range
class parameter is a strong predictor of kill ratio. The best
same-class suggestions for the tested levels included all five
class matchups, although Heavy vs. Heavy was only picked
once while the remaining classes were evenly picked.
VI. U SER S TUDY
In order to evaluate the tool’s usability in real-world design
settings, a user study was conducted with novice game/level
designers: the protocol and results are described below.
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task of designing game content. Notably, participants were
acquaintances of the authors and thus could be positively predisposed towards the study; however, the research was carried
out remotely with minimal pre- and post-study discussion with
the authors to minimize any bias during the evaluation process.
The tested version of SuSketch included three tutorials, each
with specific instructions. Participants were asked to complete
all tutorials as well as a free-form design session. The tutorials
allowed participants to use all functionalities of SuSketch, but
the instructions advised them to focus on specific tasks. The
first tutorial asked participants to create a level for a Heavy
versus Scout (or vice versa) matchup, ensuring that (a) the
level is playable, (b) the level is as close to 50% predicted
balance as possible, and (c) the predicted duration is 7 minutes
or less. The instructions direct participants towards specific
affordances of the interface (e.g. predictions tab, feasibility
check popup). The second tutorial asked participants to create
a level for Heavy versus Demolition Man, and ensure that (a)
most deaths are around the center, (b) the combat pace follows
a normal distribution, (c) the dramatic arc shifts from red to
blue player advantage, (d) at least one suggested powerup
placement is applied before the end of the session. The third
tutorial asked participants to create a level for a Heavy versus
Scout (or vice versa) matchup, ensuring that at least one
powerup type is on the map before creating the most balanced
map by repeatedly applying powerup placement suggestions.
Each tutorial was only available after the previous tutorial was
opened at least once. Finally, participants were asked to carry
out one ‘free-form’ design session without instructions.
The online questionnaire, which was answered after the
design session was completed, collected some basic demographic information (age range, gender, level of education,
game development experience, experience with game editors
and experience with shooter games). The participant’s e-mail
address was also requested in order to cross-correlate with
the interaction logs. Beyond demographics, the questionnaire
included general questions based on the Post-Study System
Usability Questionnaire (PSSUQ) from IBM [43] (16 questions in 7-item Likert scale1 ), followed by 29 5-item Likert
scale and 4 freeform responses on the topics of the drawing
interface (11 questions), the predictions (11 questions), and the
suggestions (11 questions). All questions are shown in Tables
II and III. The aim of the questionnaire was thus to ascertain
general usability of the tool (via the PSSUQ) and the impact
of the specific innovations of SuSketch on the user experience.
B. Participants

A. Experimental Protocol
The study was conducted remotely, with participants downloading a special version of SuSketch and interacting with it on
their own computer. Participants had to complete a number of
tasks, after which they submitted the interaction logs via e-mail
to the first author and responded to an online questionnaire.
Participants were recruited among the authors’ game developer
contacts. Therefore the research follows a blend of purposive
and convenience sampling as the participants were both readily
available to the researchers but also directly relevant to the

A total of 16 participants contributed with their interaction
logs and questionnaire responses (referred below as P1-P16).
Most participants identified as male (69%), 25% identified
as female and one participant preferred not to answer. Since
the participants were among the authors’ contacts, it was not
surprising that all participants were pursuing or had completed
a Masters degree (75%) or a Doctorate (25%). Most participants were 25-34 years old (75%) and the remaining were
1 The only modification to PSSUQ was to reverse the scale so that 1 shows
Strong Disagreement and 7 shows Strong Agreement.
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Overall, I am satisfied with how easy it is to use this system.
It was simple to use this system.
I was able to complete the tasks and scenarios quickly using
this system.
I felt comfortable using this system.
It was easy to learn to use this system.
I believe I could become productive quickly using this
system.
The system gave error messages that clearly told me how
to fix problems.
Whenever I made a mistake using the system, I could
recover easily and quickly.
The information (such as online help, on-screen messages,
and other documentation) provided with this system was
clear.
It was easy to find the information I needed.
The information was effective in helping me complete the
tasks and scenarios.
The organization of information on the system screens was
clear.
The interface of this system was pleasant.
I liked using the interface of this system.
This system has all the functions and capabilities I expect
it to have.
Overall, I am satisfied with this system.

Pos

Neg

Question

Avg

TABLE II: Responses as average Likert scores on the PSSUQ
part of the questionnaire, with 1 being Strong Disagreement
and 7 being Strong Agreement.
5.56 15 0
5.81 15 0
5.25 12 1
5.88 14 1
5.94 15 0
6.19 15 0
5.31 11 2
5.63 13 2
5.69 12 0

5.69 13 2
5.63 14 0
5.69 13 2
5.38 12 3
5.56 12 3
5.5 13 1
5.88 16 0

35-55 (25%). While most participants identified their game
development role as programmers (56%), 13% identified as
designers, 19% as researchers and 13% as ‘other’. In terms
of experience with game design tools and engines, 63% of
participants self-identified as at least somewhat experienced
(≥ 3 on a 5-item Likert scale), and 81% as at least somewhat
experienced in FPS games (≥ 3 on a 5-item Likert scale).
C. Questionnaire Responses
Table II shows the average Likert scores from the PSSUQ,
along with the positive (> 4 on a 7-item Likert scale) and
negative (< 4) responses. Overall, participants found the
system easy and simple to use and they were overall satisfied
with it. However, several participants identified that the system
had a confusing interface and unclear error messages.
While some participants found information difficult to find
in the general interface (including all the different tabs), all
participants responded positively to the drawing interface and
the “default” map tab; all participants found it easy to use,
responsive, and were overall satisfied with it. Most participants
found the path information helpful (15) and easy to understand
(11). Roughly half of the participants found the display of each
tile type’s count helpful (8). Finally, when asked about the
option to use a predefined map, most participants supported
this feature, e.g.: “I used it for trying out different classes and
the dominance rate.” (P6); “I found the predefined map a good
base to start designing my own custom map. To design a map
from scratch, it would have been more difficult for me.” (P11);
other participants disagreed, e.g.: “The predefined map is nice
but I prefer making my own map” (P1).
Although 14 participants were satisfied with the information
that the prediction panel provides, some metrics were easier

to understand conceptually than others. The ranking in terms
of average Likert score for individual metrics was (from
easiest to understand to hardest): 1) death heatmap (16 positive
responses), 2) duration, 3) combat pace, 4) domination, and
5) dramatic arc (9 positive and 2 negative responses).
In terms of the suggestions panel, 14 participants found
it easy to understand. All participants found the powerup
placement suggestions satisfactory in the information they
provide, and 14 participants responded that they used these
suggestions during their process. Participants preferred suggestions generated through the replacement approach (average
Likert score: 4.75 out of 5) versus the adjustment approach
(average Likert score: 4.25). On the other hand, roughly half of
the participants found the class balance suggestions useful, and
only 6 participants claimed that they used these suggestions
(either same-class or different-class) during their process.
Summarizing the feedback of users from the questionnaire,
the majority of participants could design levels using the
drawing interface, even if sometimes they did not know how to
react to error messages or (cryptic) feedback from the system.
It is likely that the two-floor layout and many powerup types
confused some participants, but the ability to load finished,
predefined maps helped them understand more of the system
and the map design principles. The purpose of the predicted
metrics and their visualization was not always clear, especially
the dominance and the dramatic arc (which are both snapshots
of the same principle of player balance). The level suggestions
and their visualization as a mini-map were easy to grasp and
participants found themselves using them during their process.
Perhaps due to the lack of clarity on the different character
classes’ function2 , the class suggestions were not used as often.
D. Interaction Logs
Observing the usage data collected from the 16 participants,
a total of 55 valid3 design sessions (and 55 final FPS levels)
are collected. While all participants completed the 1st tutorial,
1 participant did not finish the 2nd tutorial, 6 participants did
not finish the 3rd tutorial, and 5 participants did not finish the
free-form session. Since there were no substantial differences
(e.g. learning effects) found between different tutorials in the
logs, the analysis aggregates and reports findings from all logs.
The sessions were quite varied in terms of how much users
interacted with the tool in general. While in 24% of the
valid sessions the participants made less than 20 edits on the
level canvas (see Section III-B), on average 87 edits were
made. In terms of the surrogate models’ predictions, designers
interacted with the prediction tab often, receiving on average
42 predictions per session. Note that this number is based
on the number of times predictions were shown to the user
while they had the predictions tab open (see Section III-C2)
and edited the level, or when they clicked on the predictions
tab. However, in 2 sessions the designers did not check the
predictions tab at all. It is difficult to assess whether the
2 SuSketch provides no information about what each name signifies, e.g.
that the Scout is a fast class armed with a short-range shotgun.
3 Sessions were considered “valid” if a map was saved at the end, if there
were no technical issues with collected logs, and if more than 5 edits were
made on the level canvas. 19 invalid sessions were removed (26% of all data).
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Fig. 7: Sample final levels created by users.

number of times designers asked for predictions had an impact
in their process from the logs, as it is unclear which of the
predicted metrics they were trying to optimize for (if any).
In terms of the suggestions offered by SuSketch, designers
interacted with the suggestions tab less often than with the
predictions tab, averaging 17.6 suggestions per session. This
number is based on the number of times suggestions were
shown to the user while they had the suggestions tab open
(see Section III-C3) and edited the level, when they clicked
on the suggestions tab, or when they manually asked for more
suggestions via the interface. In 4 sessions the designers did
not check the suggestions tab at all; actually, one designer
never checked the suggestions tab during any of their sessions
(3 in total). The designers used a generated suggestion to
change their level or class matchup on average 5.1 times per
session, although in 9 sessions no suggestions were chosen.
Interestingly, in eight sessions at least 10 suggestions were
chosen, with the largest number of suggestions chosen in
one session being 44. In practice, therefore, it is evident that
different designers found suggestions more or less useful, or
were more or less open to replacing their own work with
computational input. In terms of the type of suggestions
chosen to replace the designers’ work-in-progress, most designers chose the suggested powerup placements (4.7 times
per session on average); suggested changes to class matchups
were rarely chosen (0.38 times per session). Specifically, only
in 13 sessions were class matchups chosen at all, and usually
once (7 sessions) or twice (5 sessions). While there was no
preference between class matchups (i.e. different-class pairings
or same-class pairings), there seems to be a preference between
powerup suggestions generated via evolutionary adjustment of
the user’s level (chosen 2.7 per session on average) and those
generated via random replacement (2 per session) although
the differences are not statistically significant (Student’s t-test,
p > 5%). A high positive correlation (Spearman’s ρ = 0.59)
between the times a suggestion via replacement was chosen
and the times a suggestion via adjustment was chosen indicates
that designers who enjoyed using powerup suggestions chose
between the two interchangeably.
Finally, in terms of the final FPS levels produced during the
55 design sessions, there was a broad variety of designs. In
terms of architecture, most final levels had more ground floor
tiles (68% of the level’s tiles, on average) than first floor tiles
(20%) or wall tiles (12%). Interestingly, all final levels had
both ground-floor and first-floor tiles, but 12 final levels had no
wall tiles at all. In terms of powerups, one of the final levels did
not have any powerups while on average final levels contained
12.8 powerups (out of which 4 health packs, 3.8 armors, 5
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damage boosts). In 89% of the final maps, all three types of
powerups are present. Investigating the impact of suggestions,
we find a positive correlation (Spearman’s ρ = 0.15) between
the final number of powerups of that session and the times
a suggestion via replacement was chosen, while there is no
correlation (ρ < 10−2 ) with the number of times a suggestion
via mutation was chosen. Due to the way replacements can
add many powerups (unaffected by the user’s own design), it
is not surprising that users who tended to choose suggestions
via replacement ended up with more powerups in their final
design. Figure 7 shows examples of participants’ final levels.
VII. D ISCUSSION
The interface design of SuSketch is aimed towards facilitating game and level design through visualizations of
necessary properties (e.g. powerup counts, paths) and predicted gameplay outcomes. The responses of the user study
show that designers found the more traditional aspects of the
interface (canvas, pathfinding) easy to use. However, the more
AI-assisted innovations (predicted metrics, suggestions) were
found less easy to use and were less often used. Overall,
participants in the user study possessed a high level of education and game design fluency, so it can be presumed that
novices (e.g. young game designers or modders) would find
some facets of SuSketch even more difficult to use. A number
of extensions are envisioned for future iterations of the tool in
order to address these concerns.
The current metrics displayed in the first tab of SuSketch
provide the basic information which is vital for level design.
Due to the interplay of first-floor tiles which can only be
accessed via stairs, the paths that a player has to follow to
reach points of interest are not straightforward; the shortest
path visualizations allow for better feedback. However, tools
such as Sentient Sketchbook [4] compute and visualize sophisticated path-based metrics such as resource safety and exploration which provide more informative quantitative measures
and more granular visualizations. Calculating and visualizing
such metrics would be a straightforward way to improve the
feedback to the designer. Moreover, experiments in using
visualizations of e.g. powerup safety for these FPS level
layouts showed that more accurate predictions for gameplay
metrics could be achieved [39]. Including this input to the
deep learning models of temporal or spatial qualities could
also lead to higher accuracy in these harder prediction tasks.
Currently, designers have no way of testing the game themselves, unlike Morai Maker [5] where the designer can at any
point play the work-in-progress platformer level by pressing
a button. Future work should allow a similar way for users to
load the 3D shooter level and play against an AI agent acting
as an opponent in order to get a better feel for the matchup.
However, such an implementation is more complicated and
would be slower due to the need to load 3D models, the
need for an AI opponent, etc. Based on participants’ feedback,
moreover, it is important to more clearly explain (either in text
or via some visualization) the different roles and parameters
that character classes have.
Several extensions are planned to enhance the suggestions
generated by SuSketch. Currently level suggestions are lim-
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VIII. C ONCLUSION
This paper introduced SuSketch, a mixed-initiative tool
which uses surrogate models of gameplay to both visualize
difficult to simulate playthroughs and to drive the generation
of suggestions for the designer to consider. While the tool
builds on an extensive body of evidence and best practices in
level co-creation, it offers a novel way to exploit deep learning
and pattern-matching—beyond current PCGML practices—
by mapping from levels and rules to gameplay outcomes. A
number of extensions to the tool are also expected to increase
the usability, explainability, and usefulness of suggestions.
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A PPENDIX A
R ESPONSES IN U SER Q UESTIONNAIRE
The additional questions that complement the PSSUQ (Table II) are found in Table III, showing positive (> 3 on a
5-item Likert scale) and negative (< 3) responses.

Pos

Question

Neg

TABLE III: Responses as average Likert scores (1: Strong
Disagreement to 5: Strong Agreement) to the questions that
followed the PSSUQ reported in Table II. Questions were
shown in sets of 11 after the PSSUQ was completed. Questions
with no Likert scores required free-form input.
Avg

ited to the placement of powerups, since these powerups
can severely impact the balance of the game. Moreover, by
respecting the human user’s architectural choices, the designer
is more likely to accept the proposed changes than if the tool
changes in a seemingly random way the architecture that the
human painstakingly defined [44]. However, a different set of
suggestions which apply minor mutations to the architecture,
as in [8], could also provide some inspiration. To better ensure
that the general architectural patterns are retained, the current
level symmetry could be retained with a custom embryogeny
[45] or by including it in the fitness calculation [17].
Regarding the suggested class pairings, the process is very
simple since the possible combinations are limited. Currently
SuSketch focuses on the level design task, and the five preauthored classes makes handling classes more manageable for
the user. Future iterations could allow the generator to slightly
adjust the parameters of a class to customize it for a specific
level. However, participants’ feedback regarding class suggestions, coupled with the difficulties they had understanding the
differences between classes, raises concerns whether further
customizing the classes would lead to more confusion.
As a final point, the current tool provides extensive feedback
to the designer in many different ways (simple path operations, predictions on gameplay, suggestions for improvement).
However, better explaining the AI’s decisions would help
make SuSketch easier to use. Responding to a general need
for explainable AI in design tools [46], both the predictive
models and the generated suggestions could enhance their
explainability. Predictions could be explainable if e.g. an
activation map [47] for the current prediction is overlayed on
the work-in-progress level to show the areas that need to be
edited the most, similar to [39]. The suggestions could explain
in natural language which of the powerups were changed, how
(e.g. whether it was moved towards the center), and why (e.g.
how much balance improves from this specific tile’s change).
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The drawing interface was easy to use.
4.38 14 0
The drawing interface was responsive.
4.81 16 0
Overall, I am satisfied with the drawing interface.
4.63 16 0
It was easy to use the path finding system.
4.31 15 0
The information retrieved from the path finding system was 3.94 11 1
helpful.
Overall, I am satisfied with the information that the path 4.00 11 2
finding system provides.
The map playability information was easy to understand.
4.19 12 0
Describe how you have been using the predefined map button (as a base
blueprint for performing additional changes, to get map ideas, etc). If you
have not been using the button skip this question.
The information about the number of each tile and power 3.75 9 1
up type was helpful.
Overall, I am satisfied with the information that the map 4.00 12 0
properties panel provides.
Provide additional comments (if any) concerning the drawing interface.
The domination gameplay metric was easy to understand. 3.81 10 2
It was easy to use the domination gameplay metric during 3.75 11 3
the map design process.
The duration gameplay metric was easy to understand.
4.63 16 0
It was easy to use the duration gameplay metric during the 4.06 11 1
map design process.
The dramatic arc graph was easy to understand.
3.56 9 2
It was easy to use the dramatic arc graph during the map 3.25 6 3
design process.
The combat pace graph was easy to understand.
3.94 11 1
It was easy to use the combat pace graph during the map 3.75 12 2
design process.
The death heatmap was easy to understand.
4.81 16 0
It was easy to use the death heatmap graph during the map 4.31 13 0
design process.
Overall, I am satisfied with the information that the pre- 4.25 14 1
dictions panel provides.
Provide additional comments (if any) concerning the predicted gameplay
metrics.
The interface (mini map thumbnail) of the powerup place- 4.56 14 0
ment suggestions was easy to understand.
I was using the powerup placement suggestions during the 4.50 14 0
map design process.
The suggestions provided by the adjustments minimap (first 4.25 12 2
in order) assisted me in creating more balanced matchups.
The suggestions provided by the replacements minimap 4.75 15 0
(second in order) assisted me in creating more balanced
matchups.
Overall, I am satisfied with the information that the 4.50 16 0
powerup suggestions provide.
I was using the class balance suggestions during the map 3.27 6 5
design process.
The suggestions provided by the distinct classes tab assisted 3.47 8 4
me in creating more balanced matchups.
The suggestions provided by the equal classes tab assisted 3.33 6 4
me in creating more balanced matchups.
Overall, I am satisfied with the information that the class 3.69 9 4
suggestions provide.
Provide additional comments (If any) concerning the generated suggestions.
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